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John J. Han. poetry and fiction from the AP 
readings. St. Louis: Salt Mountain Publishing, 2014. 

Second and Enlarged Ed. Pp. 58. ISBN 978-0-

9898370-0-2. 

 

John Han is an award-winning poet who has 

authored four haiku books. A professor of English 

and creative writing, he chairs the Humanities 

Division at Missouri Baptist University in St. Louis 

and edits Cantos: A Literary and Arts Journal. Han 

says his senryu “deal with human nature, treating 

human foibles in a playful, satiric, or darkly 

humorous manner” (46). The following three senryu 

offer snapshots of the busy readers at the AP 

readings: 

 

all walk briskly— 

from the reading room 

to the dining hall 

 

The brisk walk carries a humorous manner, and this 

manner continues after lunch: 

 

all walk briskly— 

from the dining hall  

to the reading room 

 

and then  

 

all walk briskly— 

from the restroom  

to the reading room 

 

Viewed together, the three senryu provide a series of 

playful motion pictures with minor shifts of noun 
phrases in lines 2 and 3. 

 

Han has been serving the AP Reading for seven 

years. People met or chatted with a year ago remain 

vague images in memory: 

 

 
a familiar face— 

we almost say hi 

to each other 

 

or they remain unacquainted by keeping a 

distance between them: 

 

early breakfast 

one person per table 

eating pensively 

 

The following two senryu presents an ironic 

moment that make one giggle: 

 

this year too 

I sleep on the couch 

though I don’t snore 

  

When two readers share a bedroom, if one snores, 

the other suffers. What is more ironic is felt in the 

following senryu: 

 

my roommate— 

he thinks I sleep on the couch 

because I like it 

 

Han’s poetry and fiction from the AP readings is 

a collection of senryu and haiku written out his 

AP Reading experience. It also includes some AP 

Readings pictures, a short story about rooming 

with a reader whose snore would make one toss in 

bed, and a biographical sketch of the author 

himself. It is worth reading.  

—JZ 

 
Announcement: Haiku Page thanks all contributors for their support for 
the past seven years and will discontinue its publication after this issue.  
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Ground Zero Blues 

the door 

more bluesy 

 



 

 

John Ower 
 

round the prison’s 

razor-wire— 

honeysuckle vine 

 
绕著监狱的 

尖利网 

金银花藤 

 

old pond— 

a slow, silent 

swimming of a koi 

 

老塘—— 

缓慢无声地 

游著一條锦鲤 

 

winter touch— 

between us snapping 

unexpected spark 

 

冬触—— 

我们之间劈啪著 

意外的火花 

 
In 2001 John Ower requested me to translate Winter Touch, the title 

of his haiku chapbook, into Chinese. In November that year he sent 
me a copy with a letter in which he said, “To me, one of the best 

things about writing haiku is the nice people with whom practicing 

the form has brought me into contact.” The translation of his three 
haiku is a contact between now and then, between languages, and 

between a poet and a translator. 

 

Jane Stuart 
  

stormy night 

the train’s whistle 
after the thunder 

 
風雨夜 

火車的鳴笛 

步雷霆 

 

 

James Tipton 
 

the midnight fog 

opening before me 

behind me 

 
子夜雾 

开在我身前 

身后 

 

no one here 

this evening 

this fine wind 

 
無人之境 

今夜 

此微風 
 

In 2008 James sent me his chapbook Bittersweet, from which I 
chose to translate the above haiku. The oneness of the fog and the 

human and the solitary joy with the fine, evening wind reveal a 
feeling of tenderness and naturalness. 

 

 

Roberta Beary 
 

laundry day 

rain becoming snow 

becoming rain 

 
洗衣日  

雨转雪  

转雨  

 

morning fog 

my father asks me 

who i am 

 
晨雾  

父亲问我  

是谁 

 
Translated from The Unknown Necklace  

 

 

Denver Stull 
 

this heat 

my old dog’s tail 

the only breeze 

 
这麼热 

我那老狗的尾巴 

是唯一的风 

 

snow melting . . . 

lying on the lawn 

a top hat and carrot 

 
雪融了. . . . . . 

遺在草坪上 

一高頂帽和胡萝卜 

 
Translated from Wood Chips 

 

Jeffrey Winke 
 

spilled moonlight 

on a near-calm lake 

I bath in her touch 

 
月光灑 

在入靜的湖面 

我沉浸于她的觸摸 

 
Translated from row of pine 

 

 

Robert Cowser 
  

after summer storm 

water drips from the eaves 

into the petunia bed 

 
夏季暴雨後 

屋簷水滴入 

牽牛花壇 


